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ed their basement rooms. A student
was forced to move into Stevenson
Hall prior to spring break when his
roof would not stop leaking follow-
ing a winter storm. Most recently, a
student was sent to Wooster
Memorial Hospital to treated for a
second degree burn when she
bumped into an exposed hot water
pipe in the laundry room as she was
trying to open a window on the last
Saturday of spring break.
In regards to the developing cock-
roach problem last spring semester,
John Hopkins, associate vice presi-
dent for College relations and mar-
keting, said, that "Our outside exter-
minating contractor has treated vari-
ous areas of Babcock six times in the
past 14 months." The exterminators
treated the basement kitchen on
"four occasions: once in February
2006, twice in March 2006 and once
in May 2006," he said, while "the sec-
ond floor men's bathroom was treat-
ed on May 31, 2006."
Akhil Banthia '08, resident assis-
tant in the basement of Babcock Hall
last year, explained that they "found
cockroaches in the kitchen and in
the cabinets where they keep the
spices." Banthia saw cockroaches
enter and exit his room "once or
not houses.
"After those surfaces have devel-
oped, these structures were deliber-
ately filled in to create a platform,"
she said.
une structure, which was Welocated next to a gully that was a
natural erosion channel, had two
cattle skulls pointing nose-dow- n.
Unearthing the whole monu-
ment, researchers found a ritual layistic setting.
T
v A damaged window looks out on the rest of Babcock Hall.
issues of safety and structural soundness, there are no plans
in the near future (Photo by Elena Dahl). .
twice" and, he said, "I found a dead
cockroach next to my alarm clock
when I woke up" one morning.
When asked about the problem,
Banthia gave a dismissive 6hrug and
forum on Arabian tribal
mobile tribes followed in order to
connect with each other.
"We know :.. from the texts on
ancient South Arabia that gathering,
sacrifice and feast ... lay at the core
knOW ... from the teXtS 011 landS) encouraged
grown
tribes to
ancient South Arabia that participate together in collect- -
ing and producing it.
gathering:, sacrifice and feast ... "What tribal people who
at the core of the ideology
"There was a ring of these cat-- that brOUffht people together
tie skulls,"' she said. "They were .
stuck... nose-dow- n in the ground iiuu
with the horns interlocking and
the forehead facing inwards, so
all the foreheads faced the ring
and then tliere.8 a single cow
skull in .the center."
She said that these skulls could
have been a 40-ani- mal sacrifice
that would have provided a feast
for about 5,000 people. This site was
dated back to 600 B.C.
This finding, now referred to as
the "cattle shrine," shows a common
pattern . that Southern Arabian
Informed
Viewpoints devotes an entire
issue to debating the recent
hostage-takin- g actions of
the the Islamic Republic of
Iran. Viewpoints editors
Brian Frederico and Alex
'Cacioppo, as well as staff
writer Nick Weiss, con-
tribute. Read it on page 3.
.
.
an upeiainig siate symcm
based on ... uniting and unify-
ing tribes in the highlands."
JOY MCCORRISTON
PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY
AT THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
of the ideology that brought people
together into an operating state sys-
tem based on ... uniting and unifying
tribes in the highlands," said
McCorriston.
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"I have, fought the good fight. I have finished the course. I have kept the faith.
2 Timothy 4:7
Cond itions n IS)saocock questionab
Theodore Hickey
Voice Staff
The stress of age has become all
too apparent for Babcock Hall, the
home of the International Program.
It has not received "a ground-u- p ren-
ovation since built in 1935, said
Peter Schantz, director of physical
plant services, and there is no indica-
tion of any change in the near future.
"There have not been any plans
reviewed or approved by either the
Administration or the Board to reno-
vate Babcock Hall in the near future,"
said Robert Walton, vice president
for finance and business at the
College.
Beginning with an episode from
last spring semester, four separate
incidents demonstrate the dilapidat-
ed and unsafe living environment in
Babcock Hall.
Last spring semester, a cockroach
problem developed in the basement
and the second floor men's bathroom
that required an exterminator to be
called four times throughout the
semester and once over the summer.
At the end of winter break, four
women were temporarily housed at
The Wooster Inn for three nights
when a second floor toilet leak flood
McCorriston presents
Chandra Asar ,
Voice Staff
The Roots of Agriculture in
Southern Arabia Project (RASA) has
discovered various monuments in
Southern Arabia, Hadramawt and
Yemen that might show the roots of
ancient Arabian societies. Dr. Joy
McCorriston, professor of anthro-
pology at The Ohio State University,
came to the College Tuesday to
speak about some of RASA's recent
findings.
"These kinds of monuments and
cairns are all over the Arabian land-
scape," said McCorriston. She
described them as being erected D or
tear-dr- op shaped rings with no door-
ways and upright slabs that were less
than a meter high and that went
around a semi-sun- k terranean. Even
though there's evidence that people
have occupied them since RASA
found hearths, fire remains, chips of
bone and flint, remains of seeds and
evidence of burials McCorriston
indicated that they were definitely
League of Voters to hold indy rock concert
Marten Dollinger
Voice Staff
On Saturday, April 21 from 9:30
p.m. to 1:00 a.m., local bands will be
performing at The College
Underground for the League of
Informed Voters' third annual Indy
Rock concert, under the tag-lin- e
"Too Much Rock for One World
Order."
This year's concert will feature
David Duncan, 3rd Class, The Zou,
Beyond Sonic Waves and Shoemouth
Deep, a new addition to the show's
line-u- p.
During the show, the League will
also be providing information about
political issues such as health care,
the 2008 elections and environmen-
tal issues. The League's president,
Alexandra Schmitt '09, says it's
"mostly just a show, but gives the
Yu Shindo offers her insight
on Japanese culture in a
series of essays beginning
this week. See page 4.
V'
described how he and his residents
had simply grown accustomed to the
problem.
And after a relatively episode-fre- e
fall semester this year, with the
She explained that this was partly
so that small pastoral tribes would be
able to meet marriage partners and
trade goods. Also, the lower land
states, who wanted frankincense that
was only in the high- -
were getting involved in this
production system are doing is
marking their territory with
these monuments," she said.
She said that in building
these monuments, the tribal
pastoralists were also estab-
lishing identities to social
groups that "were larger than
their immediate families, while
linking the larger tribe to a
specific territory, which could
mean that, later on, these trib- -
al societies grouped together to form
stationary societies.
Current societies in this area show
language and labor distribution pat-
terns that have links to the ancient
opportunity for people to get
informed about current issues."
What better place to gather inde- -
j
i
-
--
-
--
-
pendent voters than an, independent
rock concert?
The League's primary goal as a
Aileen Cameron Ws sen-
ior IS. exhibition "Alternate
Ending" is on display in
Ebert Art Center until 6 p.m.
today.
Despite numerous continuing
to renovate Babcock any time
:
'
exception of consistent drainage
problems in the bathrooms that
caused puddling on the tile floors,
See "Babcock," page 2
dynamics
tribal pastoralists' culture.
.
For further research, RASA's next
step is to map out the monuments
and to document the changes in
them over time. Since the area is a
rugged terrain, they intend to use
remotely sensed images through
satellite pictures." They are collabo-
rating with a researcher in GPS at
The Ohio State Urhvaity to use a
computer to look specifically for the
structures, after which they'll visit
the sites.
Afterwards, RASA may allow the
satellite photos to be used for other
practical applications, such as deter-
mining good oil-drilli- ng sites. She
said, "We think that this technology
will provide with some useful spin-
offs applications in the future,"
said McCorriston.
"We hope that we'll be able to find
the spatial distribution of cairns and
monuments," she said, "and that
these changes in time will direct us
toward answering some really big
questions about the development of
ancient Arabian societies."
group is --to educate people about
political issues without getting
caught up in partisan politics, as well
as create an open forum in which to
discuss these issues.
"Most people don't have the time
to research these issues on their own
time, so condensed information is
good ... we're sort of a go-betw- een
for all the political groups on cam-
pus," said Zachary McBride '09,
another member.
Members of the League of
Informed Voters span the political
spectrum. That political diversity
seems to be what they strive for and
their show has an equally diverse
musical line-u- p.
The Zou, which is performing
third at approximately 10:50 p.m.,
won a $1,500 gift check back in
November at a battle of the bands
See "Babcock," page 2
j
The baseball team contin-
ues its school-recor-d 23-ga- me
win streak and is still
ranked number one in the
nation. See page 8.
Soldiers' tour of duty
requirements extended
The United States has extended its
troops' tour of duty by three more
months. The new defense department
rules that U.S. troops will serve 15
months instead of 12. It is said that
this is to help the U.S. military to
equip enough troops for ongoing and
unfolding operations. Soldiers are
allowed a minimum of twelve months
upon return for rest and retraining.
With 145,000 U.S. troops in Iraq
right now, this change will help to
avoid austere problems later down the
line. This change will also benefit the
families of troops by providing them
long predictability.
Briefs compiled by Missie Bender
In page 4 of last week's paper, in the
story "Faculty bike race fundraiser
rolls around for fifth year," various fac-
tual errors were made. See page 4 for
an extended correction.
On page 1 of last week's issue, in
the story "Search underway for new
vice president of enrollment," photog-
rapher Aung Maw Myo Lwin's name
was misspelled. An editor erred.
While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections to
voicr&wooster.edu.
Voicetv tNewsFriday, Section Editors:2 April 13, 2007 jonah ComstockAndrew Vogel
CAMPUS
Koblik named the
commencement speaker
President R. Stanton Hales will par-
ticipate in his final commencement
ceremony on Monday,-Ma- y 14. After
holding office for 12 years, Hales will
retire this June and Grant H.
Cornwell steps in as president. Hales
has invited Steven Koblik, his long-
time friend and colleague from
Pomona College, to be the keynote
speaker.
Koblik currently resides as the
President of Huntington Library, Art
Collections and Botanical Gardens in
San Marino, Calif. A published author
and award winning teacher at Pomona
College, Koblik centers a lot of his
writing on the role Scandinavia played
in both World Wars of the 20th
i.enrurv.
. His most recent dook, i ne stones
Cry Out: Sweden's Response to
German Persecution of Jews, 1933-if- n
f " unn v v, J u.. r..liJTf, lias uccn ji aiacu uy uidlljr iui
his assiduous and extravagant
research. In addition, the annual bac-
calaureate service will take place on
Sunday, May 13th and. feature Rev.
Marie Cross.
Nocturne performs at
Wooster one last time
Before Nocturne travels to the
Kennedy Center's National American
Theatre Festival, the actors will per-
form at the College one last time. Now
more than ever, the actors are thrilled
to open the Festival.
The final performance will take
place in the Freedlander Theatre
located on University Street on
Sunday, April 15. The show will begin
promptly at 8:15 p.m. For additional
information, contact the theatre
department at 330-287-25- 41.
NATIONAL
Sheriff writes himself
his own $235 ticket
In Green Bay, Wis. a Brown County
Sheriff gave himself a ticket because
he believed it was the right thing to
do. Sheriff Dennis Kocken thought it
would be in his best interest to correct
his mistake by writing a ticket for his
mistake.
Kocken stated that if his job was to
enforce the law then there was no rea-
son to why he would not abide by it
himself. The 52-year-- old sheriff
received a fine of $160.80 for an
unsafe lane change. Although the
Brown District Attorney's office did
not feel he deserved the ticket he still
paid the fine in full.
This is the second ticket in the past
seven months in the United States
where a Sheriff has administered a
ticket to himself. This past September,
Chief Dick Knoebel from the
Kewaskum police department found it
appropriate to write himself a ticket
for a fine of $235, for passing a
.stopped school bus.
WORLD
Structural problems arise in Babcock Hall
Babcock
continued from p. I
four residents living in the basement
were forced to spend the first three
nights of spring semester at The
Wooster Inn because of a drastic
second floor toilet leak that seeped
through both the second and first
floor and left the three rooms in the
basement uninhabitable due to the
heayy saturation of the carpet, ceil-
ing tiles and the residents' personal
belongings. '
"The toilet leak was caused by a
flush valve that got stuck open," said
Hopkins, who explained that "pre-
ventative measurers" could not be
taken because this specific problem
had never been reported before.
Hopkins says that the "physical
plant and residence life staff have
discussed ways to improve response
time to prevent a similar situation
from escalating in the future,"
Regarding the other bathroom dif-
ficulties in Babcock Hall, this was not
an isolated incident. "Not a week
goes' by when there is not a drainage
problem," said Julie Todd '07, resi-
dent director of Babcock Hall. She
cited her weekly efforts during this
year's fall and spring semesters to
mop and dry the bathroom floors.
Kendra Hull '07, a third floor resi-
dent, explained how she is "not com-
fortable in bare feet or flip flops" in
her bathroom because of the con-
stant standing water on the floor.
I m.iii. -'- '
' s i
The bathrooms in Babcock have frequent drainage issues, to the point of near-consta- nt
standing water on some floors (Photo courtesy Julie Todd '07). - .. -- ; - '
Hull praised the friendly people
and "positive, family atmosphere" of
Babcock Hall, but she said "things
have become ridiculous" with
regard to the constant standing
water in her bathroom and the leak-
ing roof following the winter storm
that affected her room, although she
was not forced to move out like her
hall mate, Salim Abboud '07.
The leaking roof that affected
Hull's room and forced Abboud to
move to Stevenson Hall "was the
result of an ice dam on the roof
which could not be safely removed
due to the cold and ice," said
Hopkins.
"To prevent a repetition of this
Minor damage occurred in the basement (Photo by Elena Dahl).
problem, the physical plant plans
to install a heat cable in this area of
the roof during the summer and
check all the other heat cables on
roofs around campus in the fall to
ensure that they are functioning
properly before winter sets in."
Most recently, on Saturday, March
24, a second-ye- ar resident was try-
ing to open a window in the laundry
room while washing her clothes
when she bumped her lower leg into
an exposed hot water pipe secured to
the wall near the floor and situated
directly below the window.
"I called Security," said the stu-
dent, who wishes to remain uniden-
tified, "because the Wellness Center
was closed, and they Security pro-
vided me with ice and a bandage and
offered to take me to the hospital."
Thinking the burn was not very
severe, she initially turned down the
ride to the hospital, but "a few hours
later when the burn got worse," she
said, "I called Security again because
I wanted a doctor to look at it."
"I went to Wooster Memorial
Hospital and the doctor said I had
received a second degree burn and I
needed a tetanus shot," she said.
Both the burn victim and Hopkins
applauded Security's response to the
incident. Immediately following the
incident, "campus security notified
the physical plant and the pipe
was insulated within 24 hours," said
jf j y ii u u u y jf y o o o
take a course or two
at Cleveland State University
... and transfer those credits
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Hopkins.
The statement provided by the
Office of Residence Life for this arti-
cle admitted that "clearly there are
still challenges in the residential
facilities," but emphasized their
appreciation for all "of the hard and
creative work being done by the staff
in the physical plant to maintain the
residence halls." '
Their statement continued,
explaining, "The College has spent
considerable time outlining a plan
for renovation, refurbishment and
conversion of housing spaces. As
funds are available these projects
will be scheduled and completed."
This coincides with a statement
from Walton, describing that "like all
College buildings, we did an assess-
ment of the facility Babcock Hall
as part of our long range campus
planning project and have identified
Babcock as a building that will need
to be renovated at some unidentified
date in the future." He said the "esti-
mated cost to do so, in 2002 dollars,
was estimated to be $4.13 million."
He said, however, "any stories
about cancellations or deferrals of
renovation plans for Babcock Hall
are untrue," because no immediate
plans have been made. . ..,.
"A tangible example of the
progress that is being made with
the residential facilities is the Gault
Manor project slated to break
ground later this spring," said the
Office of Residence Life in their
statement.
Walton confirmed that "the cost of
Gault Manor will be approximately
$6 million, which is up from the
earlier estimates. The cost increase
was due to the addition of more bed-
rooms to the original building
(project."
"It would be a drea"m to see some
real money put into the building to
restore and revitalize it," said Karen
Edwards, assistant dean and director
of international student affairs, "but
even some basic low cost efforts, like
ceiling lighting in the formal lounge
or new carpet in the basement,
would make a very positive impa.ct."
League to
rock out
Concert
continued from p. I
competition at Youngstown State
University. The band members' vary-
ing taste in music gives them a
unique sound.
The Zou has been recognized in
news sources such as The Walrus, a
Canadian general interest magazine,
and founded the annual Noveau Rock
Festival, where another of the
show's bands, 3rd Class was able to
develop a larger fan base.
3rd Class, performing second at
around 10:10 p.m. has also been rec-
ognized by Walrus as "a brave and
fiercely original brand of nearly
unclassifiable rock" and boasts five
self-releas-
ed albums.
Shoemouth Deep, the only band
that hasn't performed at this concert
before, is a bluegrass band whose
base influences include Old Crow
Medicine Show and Ricky Skaggs. A
relatively new band that met weekly
at the bluegrass jam sessions at
Mom's Truck Stop, Shoemouth Deep
quickly formed and now plays regu-
larly at various events and venues
around campus.
The concert will run from 9;30
p.m. to l a.m. and will have a $5
cover charee.
Have an opinion? Contact Viewpoints!
Viewpoints is looking for additional editorialists to express their
opinions about campus, national or global issues. Interested writers
should contact the Viewpoints editors at bfrederico09wooster.edu
or acacioppo09wooster.edu.
The Voice welcomes letters to the editors
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication".
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addi-
tion, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via e-m-ail to voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
Letters can also be sent by campus mail to C-31- 87, The Wooster Voice,
College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.
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Iranians have every right
to defend their sovereignty
The standoff resolved only recently between Iran and the United Kingdom
involving the capture of 15 British sailors in disputed international water could
have ended much, much worse. Clearly, there were diplomatic errors made on both
sides.
,
for the Iranians there were the obviously coerced and politically motivated "con-
fessions" drawn from the British sailors and released to the media. For the Brits, the
dismissal of what may very well be legitimate territorial
claims by the Islamic Republic of Iran. Since this is, in fact, the
greatest issue of contention on both sides and what has since
driven the questionable behavior of the world's governments,
'A . the final question remains: was Iran justified in its capture of
f British personnel?
mKmmmammmmmmmmmmtm Fmm what wp havp rnmp tn understand nhnnt thp inrrpas- -
nickweiss ' . . . . . .
mgly complex situation, they were.
The situation, in a proper context, is one from the Iranian point of view. British
ships of war, which had already been warned about straying into sovereign Iranian
water in 2004, began to re-eng- age within the territory of Iran. This happened not
once, but on five separate occasions.
"The situation, in a proper context, is one from
the Iranian point of view. British ships of war,
which had already been warned about straying
into sovereign Iranian water in 2004, began to
re-eng- age within the territory of Iran."
How, then, in the interests of state security, could any sovereign nation not con-
sider these intrusions a threat? How could repeat eptries into state territory, by at
the least politically opposed actors, be interpreted as anything but acts or prelimi-
nary acts of aggression?
A single ship straying over the border, or at least what Iran has maintained to be
its border, is arguably permissible. But continuous and repeated violations, after
earlier warnings against that kind of behavior, are arrogant and irresponsible.
If we assume then that the British understood the warnings and chose to ignore
these warnings, which is a possibility given their zeal in pursuing potential ship--"
mentsof arms to Iraq, then all that is left to decide is what level of retaliation the
Iranians should choose to engage in.
.
"I'm sure that whatever officer that made the
call to capture the British jjad this in mind, but
in the context of the repeated intrusions, into
Iran, he was obliged, as any responsible official
should be obliged, to defend his state's sover-
eign territory."
Arguably, the option of diplomacy toward the British engaging in exercises
within Iranian waters could have been preferable. But, as stated before, an official
with his nation's state security as his primary concern cannot take the potential
risks involved with not acting. Imagine that an Iranian ship were to encroach with-
in U.S. waters, and our likely and predictable responses.
Viewed in that context, the Iranians not only had every right to capture the
potential threats to their security, but also may have been well within their rights
as a state to eliminate them. Would that have been the best diplomatic option?
Probably not. But if we are discussing only the appropriate and responsible actions
of Iran to the imposition on their territory, then the option to capture the British
is not only plausible, but also preferential.
Critics may site the Iranian response as heavy-hand- ed and politically loaded.
Arguably, when viewed in a larger context of provocation and counter-provocati- on
that has unfortunately dominated relations between the Weft and the Middle East,
the seizure of British personnel is a decision that threatens to destabilize an already
fragile situation. I'm sure that whatever officer that made the call to capture the
British had this in mind, but in (he context of the repeated intrusions into Iran, he
was obliged, as any responsible official should be obliged, to defend his state's sov-
ereign territory.
The aftermath, the political hi-jin- ks played by Iran, is a separate issue. What the
international community must accept now is that Iran was acting well within its
own rights to capture and contain the potential threats to its security. Any other
conclusion is one colored by a western bias, ignoring the fact that Iran has the right
defend herself too.
Nick is a regular contributor to Me -- Voice. He can be reached for comment at
nweissO!)wooster.edu.
0
Yo check it out, this next badboy
spits on the mic all day. He's got
3one of the nastiest tonaiifs in t--h
USA. GIVE IT UP FOR- --
Editorial cartoon by Andy Maloney. Send comments to amaloney09wooster.edu.
War on Iran looms on the horizon
Iran is a menace to United States'
hegemonic interests in the Mideast. For
example, the recent flare-u- p over the 15
British sailors captured by military
agents within the Iranian administra-
tion and detained in Tehran for two
"Sl
1
aloxcacidppo
weeks were thank-
fully released with-
out harm last week.
The crisis is a
Z' nunor note com- -
narfwl tr tli Inrrrof
geoX)litical power-gam- es
at play. Iran
cannot reasonably claim that those
waters were within their territory. U.S.
naval deployments and arms sales in
the Persian Gulf, along with the sanc-
tions against the Iranian nuclear pro-
gram and economic blockade, have
turned the region into an atomic tin-derb- ox.
For about two years, the United
States has been sponsoring terrorist
attacks inside Iran through a tribal mil-
itant group known as Jundullah, operat-
ing out of Pakistan,
rorist organization
with which we are seeking regime
change, such incidents seem intended
to provoke a reaction we can seize
upon to launch an air attack that has
been meticulously planned, according
to reports by Scott Ritter, a former
weapons inspector under the Iraq-UNSCO- M
regime, Craig Unger and
Seymour Ilersh, drawing from several
sources within and without the gov-
ernment and armed forces.
"In open defiance of the United
Nations," the New York Times rexrt-e- d
in February, "Iran is steadily expand-
ing its efforts to enrich uranium, the
International Atomic Energy Agency
IAEA reported..." The actual IAEA
report cited says, 'The Agency has no
information to rejxirt regarding the
assembly of centrifuges. . ." The Times
added that "the nuclear agency rejxrt-e- d
that Iran was now ojx.'rating or
about to switch on roughly a thousand
On March 23, 2007, a British warship
stopped an Iranian vessel that was
allegedly smuggling automobiles into
Iraq. A flotilla of Iranian vessels arrived
and arrested 15 British troops and
escorted them back to Iranian territory
claiming that they
A had violated Iranian
waters. A country
only "owns" the
J water extending 10f i j miles out from itsL--
ZJ i coast.
bnanfrederico ... , . . .Bntisl, officials
argued that the automobile vessel was
in Iraqi waters which the British art-charge- d
with defending. The vessel was
in the Shatt al-Ar- ab region, an area
which has been fought over and contest-
ed lK-twee-n Iraq and Iran for decades.
The fact that the territory is disputed
means Iran has no legitimate claim to
defend that territory.
The next day Iran published rexrts
claiming that British troops admitted to
being in foreign waters just as the
United Nations Security Council passed
additional sanctions against Iran as it
struggles on with its nuclear weaxms
program.
II
V
centrifuges'... at its nuclear facility at
Natanz." No mention of any new devel-
opments at Natanz exists in the report.
The Times seculated further, "If the
country could operate 3,(K)0 centrifuges
continuously for a year, it could produce
enriched uranium HEU." This gets
buried several paragraphs later: "The
report said that between Nov. 2 2006
and Feb. 17, Iranian crews, fed 145
pounds of uranium into the pilot plant
for enrichment," which "produced only
about 15 pounds of low-enrich- ed urani-
um too little for anything but exper-
imental analysis."
Looking at the deployment of air-
craft carriers to the Gulf and naval
exercises, offensive armaments sold to
the nearby Arab emirates and the recent .
ballistic missile test in the Pacific, it
should be clear that we are readying for
war. The Islamic Republic responds
with arrogance. Ceremonial figurehead
Ahmadi-Neja- d announced Monday an
upgrade to "industrial-scal- e nuclear fuel
The hostages were held for two weeks
while Iranian media milked the situation
for all it was worth, publishing propa-
ganda and doing their Ix'st to embarrass
the British as they floundered in the
diplomatic mess that is Iran.
Ia'X'h take a hxk bac k at Iran in 1979
when a protest turned violent and
thousands of students, high on anti-Americ- an
Islamic rhetoric, stormed the
U.S. Embassy and took 52 hostages. As
time progressed, the students Ix'gan to
lose interest and control over their
hostages and more violent, militant
Iranians took over.
American diplomats were having
trouble dealing with diflerent Iranian
factions including, at various times, the
students, Ayatullah Khomeini and the
Revolutionary Guard. Americans were
held for 414 days and were suffering
from the effects of torture, malnutri-
tion and a lack of medical access.
Comparably, the British were released
within two weeks and in relatively gcKxl
condition.
I have severe doubts that current
British xlicy and diplomacy in the
Middle East is any Ix tter than that of
President Carter 27 V ;u ,it',o In Fn.'l.
This is also pointed to by the Ross-Isha-m
report, corroborated by a bul-
letin in the London Telegraph.
In September, nonetheless, the Non-Align- ed
Movement backed Iran's
"inalienable right" to develop nuclear
about one Weaxn's worth of highly energy "for peaceful purposes," straight
out of the NPT language to which Iran
is a signatory. .
The real scandal is that the United
States is yet again considering and
probably even planning to launch
another "pre-emptiv- e" war on the basis,
to date, of no concrete evidence that
anything illegal is being done by the
official enemy. Unger quotes retired
CIA counterterrorism socialist Philip
Giraldi, who mirrors Circincione's
fears: the war-planni-ng with . Iraru is
"using the same dance steps demo-niz- e
the bad guys, the pretext of diplo-
macy, keep out of negotiations, use
proxies. It is Iraq redux."
.
John Chipman, director of the
International Institute for Strategic
Studies, explained in a September 2005
: report, "Iran has sub--
accordirtgtoanABc --"tjs. naval deployments and arms sales in n,itted t? extensive
News .-repo- rty-by'.:
.
- --
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"
, 'A instigations ..by, the
Brian Rostand the FerSian Gulf,,r along With tll Sanctions IAF,A since 2(X)S
Christopher isham.
a "inst tlie iranian nuclear program and eco- - tob Iran"sfAlong with sub- - O r acknowledgement of
stantial support for nomic blockade, have turned tile region intO undeclared nuclear
the Mujahideen-- e , activities extending
Khalq, another ter an cuumiis unuci uua.. back over nearly 20
years. ... Public esti- -
production," according to a Reuters mates for how long it would take Iran to
wire. Michael I.evi, an official on non- -. acquire nuclear weapons range from
proliferation with the Council on only a few years to at least a decade."
Foreign Relations, disputed this, saying
that "it was more likely to reflect his
desire to ... appear strong abroad than
a realistic assessment of Iran's nuclear
capacity," according to the Glasgow
I lerald. I Ia'aretz quoted him as declar-
ing, "I don't Ixjlieve they have ,1,(KX)
centrifuges up and running in any
reasonable sense."
Joseph Circincione, director of the
Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, draws clear parallels in Hersh's
account between the run-u- p to Iraq and
the current heat over Irai. 1 lersh, most-
ly from anonymous sources, claims that
"teams of American combat troops have
Ihtii ordered into Iran ... to collect tar-
geting data and to establish contact
with anti-governm- ent ethnic-minori- ty
groups."
That time frame would put us very
close to when Iranian "revenue from its
oil exports" may "virtually disappear"
and another energy source would be
needed, Roger Stern of the National
Academy of Sciences reported in
December 200(i.
All the while, an illegal sanctions
regime against the Iranian nuclear pro-
gram, along with disastrous economic
sanctions, are !eing enforced to the
point of lending credibility to the
Tehran regime, ramping up the threat
of regional war and tying the fates of
the Iranian and American people alike
to the will of lunatics.
Alex is a Viewpoints editor for the
Voice. He can be reached for comment at
acacioppo09 wooster. edu.
Hostage-takin- g just a political ploy
Iranian actions in the Persian Gulf an unjustified stunt to garner sympathy
I'm surprised that President
Ahmadinejad was able to keep Iranian
Islamic radicals from exclaiming that
crusaders had npx;ared in the waters
off their coast.
Iran delilx'rately set out to make an
example of Britain and to embarrass its
military and Middle Eastern policies.
British troops and officers acted
resjHmsibly. If Iranians are illegally
smuggling in automobiles to unknown
buyers, then I'm glad the British are
checking into that. Insurgent suicide
car IxhiiIxts have claimed the lives of
thousands of Iraqi civilians and it
would come as no surprise to me if
Iranians were smuggling in vehicles to
be used in such attacks.
The fact that sanctions were passed
on Iran the day alter the incident can be
no coincidence. Angry alxiut the sanc-
tions Iranian officials saw an opxrtu-nit- y
to cause trouble in an already trou-
bled region, and a chance to embarrass
the British at the same time was just too
swift to pass up.
Iiritin is a Viewpoints editor for the
Voice. He can be reached for comment at
hfeJei '. owyitwiMster.edu.
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Treasures by the Pound puts unique twist on pet stores
New business uses its profits to support local Humane Society
Tflvlor Swnne I ' : : .. y
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, The business world is traditionally
characterized as "dog-eat-do- g," but
that's not the policy of one shop in
downtown Wooster.
Treasures by the Pound is one of
Wooster's newest shops, but it's not
your typical business.
All of the profits from the store go
to support the Wayne County
Humane Society in their efforts to
care for animals that have been neg-
lected as well as educate the Wooster
community about responsible pet
ownership.
The business even has some ties to
The College of Wooster.
Marilyn Dittoe, Co-Mana- ger of
Treasures by the Pound, said that
even though many Wooster students
volunteer with the Humane Society, it
may not be public knowledge that the
idea for the store actually "came
about in collaboration with The
College of Wooster, in fact."
The Board of Directors of the
Humane Society met within the last
year to brainstorm different ideas for
generating operation funds, other than
donor solicitation and fundraisers.
"When Dr. John Sell presented the
Social Entrepreneurship opportunity
at a board meeting, we jumped on it,"
5r
"Love doctors" advise
.
: H I
Dr. Prince
Danger
Prince
Dr.
Zachary
Tenderheart
Dear Dr. Danger Prince and Dr.
. Tenderheart,
My girlfriend always makes me be
"Big Spoon" and I get so sad. I really
like being "Little Sxxm" sometimes.
My girlfriend and I are pretty much
the same size so I feel like we should
share the coveted "Little Sxxn" posi-
tion. Help!
Orntga Spoon
Dear Omega,
She can't have both women's suffrage
AND a monox)ly on "Little Sxxn."
Get a lawyer and file yourself an
antitrust lawsuit.
Do it now and set a precedent in the
Supreme Court because, honestly, this is
worse than Wal-Ma- rt.
Dear Dr. Dancer Prince and Dr.
Tenderheart,
This guy and I met a week ago. On
Thursday we had a candlelit picnic in a
gondola under the stars. Friday was my
birthday and he got me a tennis bracelet
with the word "Forever" spiled out in
rhinestones. Tuesday was our "first
time" and we both cried Ixxause it was
so emotionally intense.
My best friend, however, who I trust,
is very concerned, saying that we are
being too intense for having known
each other for such a short time. Is it
'something to worry alxwt?
In Dftp
Dear Deep,
We see this kind of thing all the time.
You start off writing each other love
notes every day and before you know it
you're walking through Lowry in
matching monochromatic tcrrycloth
uniforms with each other's names
embroidered on the back in gold.
Then one day one of you forgets to I
pack the sxt ial love note or cram a
bouquet into a campus mailbox, the
other w ill feel snublx-d- , the demon of j
passive aggression will rear its ugly j
head and things will go steadily down- - j
hill from there until you find yourself j
throwing a human-size-d trash bag over
a bridge in the middle of the night.
ICt's take thinirs slow, shall we? !
1
& .,
Above left, one of the dogs at Treasures by the Pound waits. Above right, Bill Thomas '10, a volunteer, shows off his balanc
ing skills (Photos by Taylor Swope).
said Dittoe.
"Our application was accepted
,and we were off and running with
the business plan for a pet boutique,
with the help of the entrepreneur
students."
According to Dittoe, Treasures by
the Pound is a one-of-a-ki- nd pet
store.
"We feature the works of numer-
ous local and regional artists and
crafters, as well as custom photogra-
phy by appointment, watercolor and
oil paintings, and pencil sketches to
order," she said.
Dittoe'also said the store has pet
toys, clothing, all-natu- ral food, baked
treats, essential pet items like collars,
leashes, bowls, carriers and beds, as
well as gift baskets.
There are also pets available for
adoption from the shelter.
Ashley Jirsa '08 recently started
volunteering at Treasures by the
Pound.
"I love that I am volunteering with
a non-pro- fit organization. It is very
apparent how dedicated the Humane
Society and Treasures by the Pound
is to helping care for animals in the
Wooster community,11 she said.
Jirsa added that it is "wonderful to
have the animals in the store to --spend
time with and take care of them
before they are adopted."
Dittoe echoed Jirsa's sentiment
about caring for the animals.
"Our mission is to support, in any
way possible, the mission of the
Wayne County Humane Society. We
do this by selling merchandise, rais-
ing awareness of the plight of home-
less companion animals in our area,
educating the public about responsi-
ble pet ownership' and animal care,
like spaying and neutering practices,"
she explained
Treasures by the Pound is open
meet with
-- ---- potential part-
ners, since most of them are still trying
to establish their careers when they
think alxuit marriage.
The problem is also within the social
structure, which makes it difficult to
find a partner as well as the gender
roles that men wish women to have.
However, they are also unwilling
to look for partners online, since
they regard these services as
untrustworthy.
According to a marriage consultant
in Tokyo, women tend to emphasize
"good partnership" with men. Women
have come to regard marriage as an
equal relationship looking for their
"partners."
However, some Japanese men tend
to look for women who can take over
their mothers' role. Not' only do men
Tuesday through Friday from 10
a.m.-- 6 p.m. and Saturday from 10
a.m.-- 5 p.m. They are closed Sunday
and Monday.
The Wayne .County Humane
Society is open Monday through
Thursday 11 a.m.-- 6 p.m., Friday 11
a.m.-- 5 p.m., and Saturday 11 a.m.-- 4
p.m. They are closed Sunday and
Monday.
Both Treasures by the Pound and
the Wayne County Humane Society
are always accepting volunteers to
play with and care for the animals
while they wait patiently for families
to call their own.
Why Japanese women stay single: student shares cultural views
Many Japanese women are current-
ly single and it seems to be the prod-
uct of social change.
According to the National Institute
of Population and Social Security
Research, the number of Japanese
unmarried young women between the
ages of 25 and 29
has risen from 1 8
percent in 1970
to 54 percent in
2000. .
Fifty years ago,
yushmdo niarricdearlya&nd,
ended up having several children.
Arranged marriage was com-
mon, and some even married after
only looking at their future spous-
es' pictures.
However, the situation has com-
pletely changed.
Historically, Japanese women were
dependent on their husband economi-
cally so that marriage used to ensure
physical safety and stability. However,
marriage is no longer a life-or-de- ath
matter for women.
The women have become economi-
cally independent and have come to
have different values regarding mar-
riage and life. Women have come to
enjoy their work and send much time
on their leisure and hobbies.
Marriage is no longer the only
source, of happiness Japanese women
can seek.
In 2005, a book entitled 'The Howl
of Losers" sold millions. "Loser"
meant single women over 30 who had
not been married or hadn't had any
children.
The author
claimed that those
economically suc-
cessful, independ-
ent women are far
from being suc-
cessful.
This book
raised a question
about what happi-
ness
.
is for
women. It also
discussed
women's optimal
age for marriage.
Women over 30
are often alluded
to as "urenokori"
("left unsold") like
vegetables or
fruits.
The book
f" " 1 '" '
i
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The Tokyo skyline (Photo 6ourtesy Yu Shindo).
showsed some positive attitudes of
women who enjoy a new style of sin-
gle life.
Traditionally, Japan has had an "ie,"
family system in which gender roles
were strictly defined: the man as the
breadwinner; "the woman as the
housewife. Women stayed home to
raise children in addition to doing all
the household work."
The tendency to place women at
home became more popular in the
1970s. Men's jobs were secured with
life-lo-ng employment and they wanted
to marry innocent and obedient young
women ("daughter-in-a-l)ox- ," i.e., shel-
tered girls) to have a family. '
Now, women have acquired econom-
ic independence and freedom.
Some men, on the other hand, are
.still hanging on to the traditional
ideas about women's positions, which
makes men look outdated and even
unsophisticated.
. In fact, what prevents women from
getting married is this gap between
men and women. Women want more
independent relationships, while many
men think that women should give up
their jobs after marriage in order to
raise children at home.
In the past, when a young adult was
old enough to get married, friends or
family contacted a matchmaker (called
"Oiniai").
The matchmaker put couples
together, arranged meetings and acted
as a chaKTone.
In 1950, according to a marriage
consultant office in Tokyo, two-thir-ds
of all Japanese
couples were
married
through
arranged mar-
riage.
However,
arranged mar-
riages have
recently be-
come less com- -
mon due to sev-
eral significant
changes in
Japanese society.
A great num-
ber of people of
marrying age
do not have
opportunities Jo
usually have no idea how to cook or
put their jackets on, but some of them
cannot even put their socks on by
themselves.
These traditional values are not
welcome by those women who have
surpassed women's typical role in
society and acquired financial inde-
pendence.
Unless men change this
ioned idea towards marriage, they will
not be able to find wives. Women's
"enduranqe," which used to be a tradi-
tional virtueis not there. The fact is .
that many women want to marry only
if they can find the right person.
Because of these societal changes,
the law regarding the Equal
Employment Opportunity was enact-
ed in 1986 to promote women's social 0
advancement.
However, discrimination remains, as
well as insufficient support for women
in general.
An increasing number of young
people are staying single, which caus-
es serious social problems such as
dwindling birthrates and the lack of
labor forces.
With a low birth rate and the
longest average lifespan in the world,
Japan will soon be facing a serious
problem: who is going to take care of
these elderly people? Many are dis-
cussing these issues, but the solution
isn't easy.
This piece is part of a weekly
series of essays about
Japanese culture by Voice
Staff Writer Yu Shindo.
I. S. titles entice readers with humor
Each year, hundreds of Senior Independent Study projects are turned in and the wide array of topics is
reflected by an equally diverse selection of I.S. titles. In naming their projects, seniors have the opportu-
nity to get creative with eye-catchi-ng nomenclature that entices people to read on. Check out some of this
year's most notable titles, including some of the most creative.
Shaggy Afros, Super-Cur-ly Afros,
Sky-Hig- h Afros, Mini-Afrds...O- urs
and Ours Alone: The (De)
Colonizing of Black Hair. An
Ideological Analysis of the
Changing Perspectives on Black
Hairstyle Choices as Portrayed in
Essence Magazine Articles, 1970-200- 7,
Jennifer Culver
Life is a Garden: Dig It, F.li.alxth
Schiltz
Holy St We're Gonna Die!:
Tales of Mayhem from the Great
White North, Carson Cany
When Nine Hundred Years Old
You Reach, Look as Good You Will
Not: Star Wars and the New
Mythology of Fan Fiction, Jessica llko Kirkendall
Being President Means Never
Having to Say You're Sorry: President
George W. Bush's Image Restoration
Strategies after Hurricane Katrina,
Kersten McDowell
If You're Happy and an Atheist,
Clap Your Hands: A Study of
Atheism Inside, Outside, and
Alongside Religion, Kathryn Russell
Inside Pinocchio's Nose: Under-
standing the Autonomic Internal
Physiology of Deceptive Language,
RolxTt Dumville
Suffocation by Refrigeration: A
Collection of Short Fiction, Mainly
Attack of the Killer, Elongated
Tomatoes! The Role of Tomato
Gene CDSI in the Control of Fniit
Morphology, Erin Schaflher
The Shortest Title
Feelies, Alexandra Gibson
The Longest Title
Through the Voices of Children:
A Discussion of the Differing Child
Perspectives in I Never Saw Another
Butterfly: Children's Drawings and
Poems from Terezin Concentration
Camp, 9l--m, John Doorman's
Hope and Glory, and Jerzy
Kosinski's The Painted Bird, Megan
Stewart
In last week's article "Faculty Bike Race rolls around for its fifth year" there were a number of errors.
It is the fourth annual race, not the fifth.
There will be no cash prizes; instead, winners will possibly receive a sculptureArophy, gift certificate or lunch.
Professors will win prizes both for winning the race and for raising the most money in sponsorship.
The race is sponsored by the Community Bike Program and not by Peace by Peace, though it is part of Peace,
Justice and Earth week.
More participants are being confirmed; last week 's list is incomplete.
Section Editor: , Voice Friday,
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"Global Anxieties" shows artistic perspectives of Earth
fce canaries in a mineshaft," artists visualize problems and present them to the public in the form of art. "Global Anxieties" illustrates the visions of nine Earth-oriente- d photographers.
Maureen Hochman
Voice Staff
In conjunction with the Global
Climate Change symposium, The
College of Wooster Art Museum is
currently showing an exhibition
entitled "Global Anxieties: Nine
Perspectives on a Changing Planet."
Co-organi-
zed by Kitty McManus
Zurko, director and curator of the
( 'fir
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The condition of the Earth has received global attention, and
nine photographers whose work has reflected this phenomenon
are currently featured in Ebert (Photo by Katharine Tatum).
original.
"I didn't want to copy ideas sub-
consciously or get attracted to some-
one else's work so much that I would
be tempted to expand from their cre-
ations," she said.
With this aspiration in mind,
Cameron began collecting scraps of
material not from stores or leftovers
from other projects, but from trash
containers, garages, yard sales and
.
roadsides.
"By recycling materials, I have
given them an alternate ending,"
reads the plaque accompanying her
exhibition.
"I gave the art a utility because
I love functional art ... one of my
goals was to create something that
everyone can relate to and I think
functional art gives the audience an
automatic understanding of the
piece," said Cameron about her proj-
ect choice.
"I chose to make the sculptures
look like animals because it gives
them a playful feel and viewers can
identify."
The five sculptures currently on
display at Mackenzie Gallery in
than ever before.
"Obviously, it was a concern of the
artists. It was a collective realization
that humans contribute to global cli-
mate change," Zurko explained!
The photographs feature contrasts
in subjects varyingjfrom landscapes
to glaciers, from constraining urban
scenes to what exactly it is in nature
that we may lose.
"Artists are like canaries in a mine-shaf- t,"
Zurko said, explaining how
artists begin to take notice of issues
before they come to the attention of
the general public, and help to bring
them to the forefront. .
Also noted in the exhibition, as
well as in the symposium, are the
shifts in our relationship with the
environment.
We began by respecting the earth
as a precious thing, then we shifted
to simply using its resources and
now, most recently, we have come-
back to realizing that it is a precious
thing that we must protect.
The title of the exhibition may put
the wrong idea in some people's
heads. The
word anxiety
generally has a
negative conno-
tation, but,
according to
Zurko, "anxiety
can be a good
"Anxiety can be a good thing .... Once a problem
is identified, it is actually an opportunity to be
part of the solution."
Kitty McManus Zurko
DirectorCurator
"Alternate Ending":. .old objects become new creations
Aiken Cameron presents functional art exhibit aspart of I. S.
Kate Vesper
Voice Staff
"One person's trash is another per-
son's treasure."
This adage was brought to life
with the unveiling of a Wooster stu-
dent's innovative Independent Study
project at Ebert Art Center last
Sunday.
Aileen Cameron '07 designed her
studio art I.S. to comprise of con-
structing functional sculptures of
animals, made exclusively from
found materials.
This inventive venture (dubbed
"Alternate Ending") spawned from
the suggestions of Cameron's staff
advisors to branch out from her ini-
tial proposal. Cameron had planned
to simply constructing fixtures with
various uses, but her desire to create
a project totally unique from those of
other artists took her in another
direction.
Indeed, Cameron purposefully
avoided looking to other artists for
inspiration in the interest of ensur-
ing that her project was completely
museum, and Bridget Murphy
Milligan, assistant professor of art,
the exhibition features work from
nine photographers and shares goals
similar to the symposium.
Zurko began organizing the exhi-
bition in-de- pth about two years ago.
Around that time she began to notice
more artists incorporating environ-
mental issues and the same aims as
the symposium into their work more
thing." It can
push us to act.
"Once a prob-
lem is identified, it is actually an
opportunity to be part of the solu-
tion," Zurko added.
Some highlights in the exhibition
include the landscape photographs of
Noriko Furnuishi. Reminiscent of
Japanese scroll paintings, she alters
the top of her photographs to look .
like the ground, playing tricks on
Ebert Art Center include a Seahorse
Stool, Postal Phoenix (composed of
lamp shades, screen door, chair seat,
arm rest, candlestick holder and win-
dow shades), Table Turtle (primarily
bamboo scrap and burlap with a cir-
cular chair frame), Dragonfly
Shutters and Elephant Head Desk
with a retractable bowl appendage.
The remarkable pieces feature
materials such as bits of a globe for
the Turtle head and baby crib bars as
Elephant tusks there are
even discolorations in the
table wood that look like
eyes on the Elephant.
Exhibiti visitors are
encouraged to touch, pick
up and even sit on the
sculptures in order to fully
appreciate them.
After all, these pieces
were "made for you,"
Cameron said.
Cameron came to
Wooster as a freshman with-n- o
intent of pursuing stu-
dio art as either a major or
a future career path.
"I actually was trying to
The photography of "Global Anxieties: Nine Perspectives on
a Changing Planet" will be on display until May 13. It is free
and open to the public.
viewers' minds.
Also included is Luis Mallo's pho-
tograph behind a fence, permitting
the viewer only a teasing glimpse of
the urban landscape on the other side.
Other artists include Richard
Barnes, Anthony Goicolea, Kim
Keever, Lori Kella, David Maisel,
James Welling and Wim Wenders..
Yesterday evening, the Wooster
Chorus took part in the exhibit by per-
forming in the Sussel Gallery at 7 p.m.
One of the exhibition's featured
be anything but a studio art major ...
I wanted to have my art be the thing
that I could escape to and not be my
focus," she said.
"From the beginning, every
semester I tried a mix of new class-
es but always took an art course to
keep me sane . . . When it came time
to declare a major I finally admitted
to myself that the art classes were
the ones I loved."
Cameron currently remains unde
. I n -- ' : ; -
All of the objects in Cameron's show take on an animal shape, and are comprised of found objects such as screens, lampshades and odds and ends of fur-
niture (Photos by Katharine Tatum).
--ft..
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artists, David Maisel, will present a
lecture on his work on April 18 at 7
p.m. in room 223 of Ebert Art
Center.
The "Global
Anxieties" exhibit
will be on display
in the Sussel and
Burton D.
Morgan Galleries
of The College of
Wooster Art
Museum in the
Ebert Art Center
(1220 Beall Ave.)
until May 13. It is free and open to
the public.
Museum hours are, Tuesday
through Friday 10:30 a.m. - 4:30
p.m., and Saturday and Sunday from
1 - 5 p.m. .
For more information, call (330)
2Q3-23- 88 or visit the museum Web
site at www.artmuseum.wooster.edu.
cided on the subject of possible
employment or further schooling
following her graduation from The
College of Wooster in Ma; however,
she is not planning to attend an art
school.
Her exhibit will remain open to
the public at the Mackenzie Gallery
in Ebert Art Center through this
evening.
Another studio art I.S. will be put
on display Sunday.
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Winehouse edgily mixes R&B and jazz refuses rehab
JustinelnetlnA lliillMik RAR&B sound, Winphnnsiinehouse nushppushes thpthe ninnotnnpmo to e, was liprher first singlesinorlp ini the I TT' T V "F rTT ' f fl(LMcCullough
Arts Editor
In the past few months, everyone
from Britney Spears to Marc Jacobs
has spent time in rehab. These treat-
ment facilities even if they do not
immediately change the lifestyle of a
troubled celebrity seem to be a tool
designed to revive a public image tar-
nished by long nights of extreme
partying with drug
use and alcohol con-
sumption.
British R&B
singer-songwrit- er
Amy Winehouse fits
right into the
lifestyle of out-o- f-
control entertainers. Just a few .
months ago, after breaking up with
her boyfriend, Winehouse cancelled
part of her musical tour to go on a
weekend-lon- g drunken binge
throughout the city.
In the first line of her break-
through album, "Back to Black." she
spits in the face of detoxification:
1
"They tried to make me to go to
rehab," she sings deeply and soulfully.
"But I said no, no, no."
Her voice, at the same time octave-climbi- ng
and cavernous, is reminis-
cent of singers from Janis Joplin to
Alicia Keys to, dare I say, Aretha
Franklin. Putting a tough edge on an
boundaries, of soulful jazz with her
powerful voice and occasionally
explicit lyrics.
The first two tracks, "Rehab" and
"You Know I'm No Good" are bad-gi- rl
anthems that both empower and
entertain.
The rhythmic and scathing "You
Know I'm No Good" self-deprecatin- g-ly
examines a cheating relationship,
"They tried to make me go to rehab
But I said, 'No, no, no'"
Amy Winehouse
"Rehab,' from Back to Black
and contains the lyrical gem "You say
why did you do it with him today?
And sniff me out like I was
Tanqueray."
From there, she departs from her
badass anti-reh- ab standpoint and gin
references and enters true jazz with
"Me & Mr. Jones." One part big band,
one part jazz and all soul, Winehouse
sings love for her man (who, accord-
ing to the song lyrics, could be rapper
NAS). .
Just two songs later, the title track
laments a relationship broken by
betrayal that puts her "back to black."
The repetitive piano and her voice,
which takes on a sort of melancholy
United Kingdom.
With the seventh track, Winehouse
is remorseful about mistreating men,
but presents a hopeful anthem of con-
fidence indicating that she can
change. "Tears Dry on Their Own" is
a sunny car ride with the top down...
and maybe a few clouds looming on
the horizon.
Winehouse' s first U.S. single was
"You Know I'm NoGoo d . "
It debuted at the seventh
spot, which at the time
was the highest-ev- er
debut position for a
British female artist
- The creative and intro-
spective Winehouse has been making
music practically all her life. Born to
an EnglishJewish family with a his-
tory of jazz, the pre-te- en Winehouse
was part of an entertainment duo
called "Sweet'n'Sour." Obviously, she
was "Sour."
Winehouse released an album enti-
tled "Frank" in 2003, and earlier this
year, she was awarded Best British
Female Artist at the BRIT Awards.
My fingers are crossed that
Winehouse will continue to give
rehab the middle finger and stay out
of the Betty Ford. A Wino concert
tour in the United States sometime
soon would be just fabulous.
Chicago jazz artists to join Woo Jazz Combo at show
' I
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Chicago jamusicians Judy Roberts and Greg Fishman,
photos courtesy OPI.
Caitlin Gillette
Voice Staff
Tonight, The College of Wooster
Jazz Ensemble concert, directed by
Jeffrey Lindberg, will feature two
jazz artists from Chicago
singerpianist Judy Roberts, and
tenor saxophonist Greg Fishman
and a performance by Wooster's
Jazz Combo.
The Chicago Tribune has named
Roberts, a multiple Grammy nomi-
nee with more than 20 albumCD
releases, "Chicago's Favorite Jazz
Woman."
Her single "Senor Blues" debuted
at No. 1 on the jazz charts, and she
has also achieved international
recognition from her well-receiv- ed
recordings and performances at the
North Sea Jazz Festival in Holland
and the Singapore Jazz Festival.
Roberts receives praise from crit-
ics for her "fun-lovi- ng approach to
Gospel Choir
Sunday, April 15
McGaw Chapel
4 p.m.
The student College of Wooster
Gospel Choir, directed by Joyce D.
Mason, will present its final concert
of the year this Sunday.
Music features include Fred
Hammond, Donald Lawrence, the
late Olanda Draper and accompanist
Terrence Duncan.
The concert is free and open to the
public. For more information, call
(330) 263-241- 9.
an eclectic and extensive repertoire,
hard-swingi- ng piano playing, and
her ability to combine lush and sen-
sitive vocals with rapid-fir- e scat
singing."
She currently teaches at Roosevelt
University's Chicago College of
Performing Arts, in addition to writ-
ing for Chicago Jazz Magazine.
Roberts will accompany the
Wooster Jazz Ensemble for Sammy
Kahn's "It's Magic," Richard Rogers'
"The Sweetest Sounds," George
Shearing's "Lullaby of Birland,"
Danny Long's "Ole," Oscar
Hammerstein and Jerome Kern's "All
the Things You Are," and "Finding
Good Rules to Live By" and "Senor
Blues," both by Horace Silver.
Fishman, a jazz improvisation
teacher for more than 20 years, has
been playing the saxophone since
age 13. A graduate of DePaul
University, Fishman earned a mas-
ter's degree in jazz pedagogy from
RELAY FOR LIFE
This Friday and Saturday
John P. Papp Stadium
6 p.m. -- 12 p.m. Satuday
This is the third year that the
College will host this event to honor
those whose lives have been affected
by cancer. W0091 will provide
music, and Merry Queen of Scots
will perform. Wooster teams have
raised $60,000 in the past two years.
For more information or to make
a donation, go to http:www.kin-tera.orgfafhomedefault.asp?iev- en
t2U781.
Refunds available for Wooster
Chamber Music Series concert
featuring Juilliard String Quartet
The Wooster Chamber Music Series will not be able to reschedule the
Juilliard String Quartet concert that was originally scheduled for
Sunday, March 18.
Refunds are available at the Florence 0. Wilson Bookstore in Lowry
Center (1 189 Bcall Ave.).
To receive a full refund, just present your ticket at the financial servic-
es counter. For more information, call (330) 263-2- 1 15.
The Quartet will be re-sched- uled for this fall.
I
Northwestern University.
In addition to producing five CDs
with his duo "Two For Brazil" with
guitarist Paulinho Garcia, he also
opened Greg Fishman Jazz Studios
in Evanston, 111., three years ago.
Fishman has written "Jazz
Saxophone Etudes" and "Jazz
Saxophone Duets," both of which are
required in many university jazz pro-
grams, and has also written music
theory articles for Jazz Improv
Magazine and JAZZed magazine.
Fishman will join the Wooster Jazz
Ensemble with pieces such as Valdes'
"Mambo Influenciado," Hoagy
Carmichael'.s "Georgia On My Mind"
and Duke Ellington's "Don't You
Know I Care."
Tickets are $5 and will be available
for purchase at the door of tonight's
performance, which will begin at
8:15 p.m. in McGaw Chapel.
For more information, call (330)
263-24- 19 or email Jeffrey Lindberg
at jlindbergwooster.edu.
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Where it all comes together
Contemporary Curriculum
Excellent faculty
Hands-o- n experience
Exceptional students
Invaluable connections
Convenient schedule
Proven lockstep format
Unmatched tuition value
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Gryphon Trio to close
Chamber Music Series
Caitlin Gillette
Voice Staff
The 2006-200- 7 Wooster Chamber
Music Series will come to a close
this Sunday, April 15, with a per-
formance by The Gryphon Trio.
The Gryphon Trio, named for the
mythical half lion and half eagle
creature, consists of violinist
Annalee Patipatanakoon, cellist
Roman Borys and pianist Jamie
Parker. The trio has been touring
internationally since 1993, including
performances in Canada, Germany,
Mexico, Belgium and France as well
as the United States. They have
released five recordings for Analekta
label in addition to releasing a CD of
the complete Mozart piano trios in
honor of Wooster Chamber Series
founder Ted Williams.
The Gryphon Trio has received
numerous acclaim from the. media,
including publications such as
Gramophone, Fanfare, The Strad
and BBC Magazine. Fanfare maga-
zine has described their performanc-
es as having "virtuosity. tonal polish
tea IBM
Hi) il ii Humlfi!.'
and integration that prove riveting."
The Gryphon Trio has also won
numerous awards including a Juno
Award, Opus magazine's Chamber
Music Recording of the Year award
and a Favorite Classical Artist at the
Indie Awards.
Of the 30 works that have been
commissioned for the trio over the
past 12 years, they have been hailed
as "a bold and richly emotional tap-
estry of sound and imagination that
clearly represents a stunning tri-
umph in the marriage of music and
digital technology."
Currently, the trio has been the
Ensemble-in-Residen- ce at the Music
Toronto Chamber Series since 1998,
and all three trio members teach
individually jf the University of
Toronto as well as teaching master
classes as an ensemble.
Tickets are $10 for general admis-
sion and $8 for students, and can be
purchased at the Wilson Bookstore.
The concert will be April 15 at 3 p.m.
in Gault Recital Hall.
For more information, call (330)
263-211- 5.
Designed for recent BBA graduates,
the Accelerated MBA program (AMBA)
allows students to work full-tim- e during
the week and attend classes on Friday
evenings and Saturdays. The AMBA
curriculum emphasizes management and
leadership skills. Small class sizes and a
pre-plann- ed course structure allow you to
maximize learning in a brief time frame.
Explore all the opportunities that our
AMBA Program offers. This is where your
future comes together.
Kainid hxcilunci
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First may I just say, what is wrong
with you people? Didn't, you see
Sweeney's guns in that picture in the
Vice? The mailbox should be full of
applicants look-
ing for a little
special Sweeney
seduction time!
I'm disappointed
in all of you
(except the few
who did apply; we
were honored).
Kevin Durant has declared for the
draft. I'm having a good day so I'll just
get my mandatory "piss off a good
portion of the readers" statement out
of the way early. I'm sorry OSU fans,
but Durant should be picked over
Greg Oden. I realize that great cen-
ters are harder to find now than great
wings. However, you don't need a
great center. Look at Phoenix, Dallas,
Cleveland, Detroit or any other team,
except Miami or Houston.
Oden and Durant are both great
talents. The difference is that Durant
is a basketball player. He' has devel-
oped moves, loves the gym, is a natu-
ral leader, wants the ball at the end of
games, is virtually unguardable and is
passionate. Oden is simply an amaz-
ing athlete who can play defense.
Oden will be an All-St- ar; Durant will
be an MVP.
In another story, the NHL playoffs
have begun (please don't stop reading,
it will be quick). I wish more people
actually cared about hockey because
the Stanley Cup playoffs will likely be
the best playoffs in all of sports this
year. The game is much more enter-
taining and teams like Buffalo dazzle
with their speed and skill. Also, you
have the future of the sport (Kid
Crosby) in his first playoffs, It should
be captivating to watch him. On top of
that the NHL has more upsets than
any other league (last year every
favorite in the West lost in the first
round).
The big news this week is the sus-
pensions that NFL commissioner
Roger Goodell handed down as part of
the NFL's new focus on personal con-
duct. The NFL had been embarrassed
with the recent rash of arrests and
had weeks of meetings that my
sources say were held in three of the
Goodell family homes in Chautauqua,
M V Knni'JmMll" twHah'u
first and last time you'll hear previous-
ly unreported national sports news in
my column). After weeks of meetings
with all sorts of advisors, Goodell laid
down the law, suspending the Titans
safety Adam (Pacnian) Jones for the
season and the Bengals Chris
(Frogger) Henry for eight games. .
I say good for the NFL, no company
would keep an employee in the public
eye if they had a run-i- n with the police
every month, and the NFL shouldn't
either.
The suspensions also got me think-
ing; pro sports could use more suspen-
sions. There are just some people I
don't want to see on the field. For
instance, I would suspend the Patriots'
Reche Caldwell. He seems like an OK
guy, but the guy's eyes creep me out.
Every time they do a close up I have to
turn away. He should be suspended
until he starts wearing goggles or fig-
ures out how to keep his eyes in their
sockets.
Sticking with the Pats, Bill Belichick
should face a one-ga- me suspension
every time he wears a cut off sweat-
shirt. Nobody should wear that unless
they're homeless or doing a remake of
"Flashdance."
Several players deserve suspensions
for gross facial hair (yes I realize that
I have let my own go too far myself).
Adam Morrison could get away with
the "staehe" when he was the best
player in college basketball. Now a
guy named Walter Herrmann is doing
way better than he ever did in for the
Bolxats: the stache must go.
Red Sox fans will hate me, but
Johnny Damon should never grow
that beard back out he looked like
the'caveman from the Geico commer-
cials. Bobby Jones' Fu Man Chu can
stay, I mean he's played for the Tigers
forever, he deserves it.
Finally, any player that mentions the
need to pay the bills or feed their fam-
ily deserves a lifetime ban. This group
includes Asante Samuel and Latrvll
Spreewell, who actually hasn't played
in awhile so maybe David Stern has
some of the same ideas as me.
That's all the space 1 have. Go get
your weekend started.
Nick "What exactly is a hollaback girl,
and why are bananas involved? I lull is
a Sports editor fur the Voice.
--Voice AprilFriday,13 7bports
Scots drop seventh straight match
Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster (1-- 9, 0--2)
women's tennis team continues their
losing streak, extending it to seven
straight with three losses this week.
The first against NCAC foe Oberlin
College (8-- 7, 2-1)- 9-0. Then the Scots
faced another NCAC rival and fell to
Allegheny (5-- 9, 1- -2) 5-- 1. To round out
the week, Wooster fell to Ohio Athletic
Conference (OAC) power Ohio
Northern University (17-- 4) 8--1.
The women's challenging season
continues as they were shut out for the
fourth time on the year against Oberlin.
The team came close to winning at the
No. 1 doubles spot, but Joanna Tysko
'07 and Elissa Lauber '10 dropped a
heartbreaking 9-- 8 loss.
Like on the men's side, the women's
match against Allegheny was cut short
due to weather conditions. Kimee
Rankin '07 picked up the only Scot
point, winning at the No. 4 singles spot
e-- 3, 3-- 6, 10-- 3. Tysko Jed her match by
one set (6-- 2) but was unable to finish
due to weather.
Allegheny had already won the
required five points to clinch a win any-
way, so the unfinished matches would
not have affected the outcome.
Against Ohio Northern, Tysko and
Lauber gave the Polar Bears No. 1 dou-
bles team a run before falling 8-- 4. Tysko
also tallied up the only Scot win of the
day with a 6-- 4, 6-- 2 victory at the No. 1
singles position.
The women look to right the ship
with four matches this week. Yesterday,
they were scheduled to take on Ohio
Athletic Conference (OAC) power
Baldwin Wallace College (16-- 2) but,
due to the weather, the match has been
moved to today at 3:30 p.m.
Tomorrow the Scots have two match-
es at Springfield, Ohio, home of the
Wittenberg Tigers. The Scots start
.r ft - '. -
Kimee Rankin '07 and the Scots are struggling so far. But
there is still time left in the spring to right the ship and end
on higher note (Photo by Brandon Buehler).
with NCAC foe Earlham College (3-- 1,
0--0) and end with NCAC rival
Wittenlierg University (5-- 6, 1- -3) at 1 1
a.m. and 3 p.m.
The Scots continue on the road as
they head to Kenyon (10--4, 2-- 0) on
April 16 for another NCAC contest.
The Kenyon Ladies are always a force
fi:cwi'Hin
Date Sweeney, suspend
people who look funny
nickholt
In the NCAC, with 15 titles in their 22
years in the NCAC. Kenyon also has 17
NCAA Div. Ill national tournament
appearances in the past 22 years, three
of them leading to a national champi-
onship (1993, 1995 and 1997) along
with four second-plac- e finishes (1988,
1989, 1992 and 1998).
Scot hoopster receives honor
Tom Port '07 was one of 60 play-
ers nationwide selected to compete
in the inaugural Collegiate
Basketball invitational on April 19-2- 1.
The event features top seniors
from NCAA Div. II and III schools
as well as players from the NAIA.
Port was one of just eight Div. Ill
players selected.
The players have been broken up
into six teams and will play a double-eli-
mination Tournament, with
the Championship game on April 21
at noon. Twenty players will be
selected to play in an all-st- ar game
later that evening, which will be
broadcast on ESPNU at 8 p.m.
Port has been selected for a team
sponsored by Structure Personnel,
Inc. and will be coached by Kevin
Gamble, head coach at the
University of Illinois at Springfield.
The honor is just another on a
long list for Port, who capped off a
great career at The College of
Wooster with his best season ever.
Port averaged career highs in scor-
ing (16.1 ppg), rebounding (6.5 rpg),
field-go- al percentage (.534), 3-p- oint
percentage (.441) and steals (1.3
spg). More importantly, Port led the
Scots to the "Final Four" for just the
second time in school history. Port's
numerous awards this season
include a first-tea- m Ail-Ameri- can
selection by the National
Association of Basketball Coaches
j (NABC) and a second-tea- m All--
American selection by Dshoops.com.
Both organizations also named him
Great Lakes Player of the Year and
Port was also named NCAC player
of the year.
Golf
The College of Wooster golf
team had the week off after the Ted
Barclay Spring Invitational, which
had been scheduled for April 7-- 8,
was cancelled due to the weather.
The Scots will play host to the Nye
Intercollegiate Tournament today
and tomorrow. The event will take
place at the Wooster Country Club.
Wooster will look to continue their
recent success after season-be- st sec-
ond place finish at their last event,
the Kenyon Invitational.
Next week the Scots will partici-
pate in the Ohio Wesleyan Strimer
Invitational Tournament on April
21-2- 2.
Track
The poor weather also affected
The College of Wooster track
teams, forcing the cancellation of
the Case Invitational on April 7.
The Scots continued their week by '
hosting a dual meet against Oberlin.
The results were unavailable at
press time.
Several Wooster athletes will be
competing against some of the best
athletes in Ohio tomorrow at the
All-Oh- io Div. Ill Championships.
.
Softball
Weather also prevented women's
softball from playing this week. The
Scots' double-head- er against
Allegheny (7-- 1 1, 2-- 0) on April 1 1
was postponed. The make-u-p game
will be today.
The Scots will continue their
streak of double-heade- rs by travel-
ling to Denison (1 1- -9, 0--0) tomor-
row before playing host to
Wittenberg (15--7, 0--0) on April 16
and Oberlin (1-1- 3, 0-- 2) on April 18.
Hockey i
The Wooster Scots Ice Hockey.
Club's inaugural has come to a
close, Wooster finished with a 6-- 3
record.
Briefs by Nick Holt
Men's tennis improves to 10-- 2, 4-- 0
!
Pat Grab '09 and the men's tennis team are off to a fantas-
tic start. The Scots hope that their success continues even
against NCAC power Kenyon (Photo by Brandon Buehler).
Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster (10--2, 4-- 0)
men's tennis team extended its win-
ning streak to five matches with a 5-- 2
beating of Allegheny College (6-- 8, 3-- l)
last Saturday.
'The men's match against Allegheny
marked the return of Grant
D'Augustine 'OS, who had missed the
last two matches with a thumb injury.
D'Augustine was paired with Brian
Ebbits '07 on the third doubles slot
and the team triumphed 8-- 3.
Wooster doubles started off the
match very well, as the first and sec-
ond doubles teams added a pair of
wins to stretch the Wooster lead to 3-- 0.
The first doubles team of Dave
Albrechta '08 and Sam Hickey "09 tri-
umphed 8-- 6, while Pat Grab '09 and
Dan Fleszar '07 won 8-- 4.
I lowever, in singles play, Allegheny
would mount a comeback. The Gators
took two matches from the Scots to
cut the lead down to 3-- 2, thanks to
wins from their No. 2 and No. 6 sin-
gles players. Chris Collen '09 and
Albrechta were on the losing ends of
those matches. Collen fell in a hard-foug- ht
two sets (6-- 3, 6-- 3) as did
Albrechta (6--3, 6-- 2).
But Wooster's No. 1 player, Will
Morrison '07, came through with a
huge second set tiebreaker to seal up
another point for the Scots 6-- 2, 7-- 6.
Ebbits then sealed up the Wooster
win with a dominating 6-- 2, 6-- 1 win at
the No. 3 singles position. Grab and
Hickey were each leading their oppo-
nents by a set, but due to weather con-
straints they could not finish their
matches.
On Wednesday, the men faced
Malone College (8-5- ); the results
were not available for press time. The
last time the two met was 1998, where
the Scots hammered the Pioneers 7-- 0.
The men hope to continue their
impressive streak and season at the
Great Lakes Colleges Association
Tournament (GLCA's) set to take
.
place from April 13-- 14 in Michigan.
The GLCA is an annual tournament
featuring some of the top teams in the
Great Lakes area.
Last year at the GLCA's, the Scots
finished sixth out of 10 teams.
Wooster fell to NCAC rival Denison
University in the first round 4-- 0. The
Scots bounced back to beat Albion
College 4-- 1 in the second and the
dropped a 4-- 2 decision to Hope
College in the fifth-pla- ce match. ;
Wooster then has their toughest
test yet, on the road against NCAC
powerhouse Kenyon College (8-- 4, 2-- 0)
on April 17.
Kenyon is a daunting opponent,
winning four of the last five NCAC
championships. The program consis-
tently gains national recognition. In
total, the Lords have nine NCAC
titles in the last 18 seasons, earning
nine appearances to the NCAA Div.
Ill national tournament.
2006-200- 7 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and stall' are available to confidentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of, sexual assault.
For assistance please contact:
Nancy Anderson
Mary Bailer
Shirley Huston-Findle- y
Diaima Rhyan
Carroll Meyer
Longbrake
Kauke 005
WUhart 118
The Lilly House
Westminster Church
Ext. 8319
Ext. 8357
Ext. 8543
Ext. tSOl
Ext. 8808
Students may also call the College counselorsmedical stafT at Ext 8SI9 or a
Campus Minister at Ext. BflOtf. To report an assault, contact the Wooater City
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330) 864-333- 3 or Campus Security at Ext. 8590.
For information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupoliclea.
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Wooster overcomes bad weather, win-strea- k at 23
The Scots are off to the best start in school history, thanks to their 23-ga-me winning streak. Wooster is also ranked No. 1 in the American Baseball Coaches Association coaches poll.
Bob Reiff
Voice Staff
Despite frigid temperatures, The
College of Wooster (23-- 0) baseball
team cruised to four victories last week-
end as they hosted North Coast Athletic
Conference foe Oberlin College. While
the snow up in Cleveland washed out an
entire series of Indians games, the con-- '
ditions in Wooster at Art Murray Field
were only a minor inconvenience as the
No. 1 ranked Fighting Scots ran their
record to 23--0 overall, and 1 1- -0 in the
NCAC East division.
As usual, the Scots' display of consis-
tent hitting and solid pitching showed
why the American Baseball Coaches
Association (ABCAJ calls them the best
Div. Ill team in the country. '
In game one on Friday, the Scots cap-
italized on sloppy Yeomen ' defense,
scoring five runs in the first three
innings, highlighted by RBI's from
Oliver Enos '09, Jake Sankal '08 and
Brandon Boesinger '07. Sankal would
later pad the Scots lead after being driv-
en home by Pat Christensen '08 in the
fourth inning and Sheldon Steiner '07 in
the sixth. It proved to be more run sup-
port than Scot's lefty ace Adam Samson
'08 would need, as he worked 5.0
innings of one hit, seven-strikeo- ut
baseball, adding to his polished 4--0
record.
After a 7-- 1 victory, game two would
see much of the same results. Sankal
got things rolling again with a single
and stolen base in the bottom of the
first, eventually coming around to score
on an RBI single from Sean Karpen '08.
After Steiner's fifth home run in as
many games, Dean Palombaro '07 drove
home two more runs for a 7-- 0 lead and
Formula One racing is the.
way to go, NASCAR is not
Johann Weber
Voice Staff
.
I
Motorsports have a Jiflerent repre-
sentation in this country than in oth-
ers. When people here hear the term,
they tend to imagine identical cars cir-
cling one giant oval, perpetually turn-
ing left and traveling at roughly the
same speed. If it isn't NASCAR, it's
drag-raci- ng or Indy Cars, both repre-
sented by leagues based in repetition
and a complete lack of innovation.
On the other hand, Formula One,
internationally considered the largest
automotive racing league in the world,
has seen tremendous leaps in technolo-
gy develop under the pressure of rac-
ing. Powerhouse teams, such as Ferrari
and McLaren, have brought their
developments to the showroom floor
with their high performance products,
and their complex electronic stability
and traction systems brought about an
entire shift in road-goi- ng cars. Benefits
to consumers aside, what makes
Formula One such a popular sport?
More importantly, what makes it
worth the attention of a country witli
deep-root- ed fan bases in so many
sports?
The answer lies in excitement.
Formula One pairs 600 horsepower
cars that weigh less than a ton with
twisty tracks; many of which loop
through some of the world's most
impressive cities. Consider the recent
Malaysian Grand Prix, won by
Fernando Alonso on April 8. Located
outside of Kuala Lumpur at Sepang
Do you otlll havo tin Itch to vritu
about sports?
Sports Editors Chris Sweeney
Dan Skulina '08 (left) and Sean Karpen '08 are two main reasons why the Scots are 23-- 0.
While Wooster's game against Kent State is postponed, the Scots still have many chal-
lenges ahead as they look to continue their winning ways (Photo Brandon Buehler).
a Scots victory. On the mound, Matt
DeGrand '10 threw 6.0 solid shutout
innings while JefT Kaatz '08 struck out
the side to close the game.
International Speedway, the Grand
Prix incorporated countless unique,
corners and straight-awa- ys together to
create a track not reproduced any-
where.
The cars are given freedom in elec-
tronic systems and aerodynamic aids,
and no amount of wealth by the larger
teams can overcome the ingenuity and
homologation of crucial components.
This creates a truly unique environ- -,
ment, unlike Indy or NASCAR..
Drivers qualify in much the same man-
ner, earning pole positions based on
their qualifying times, and earn points
for doing well in both qualifying and
the actual race.
Once racing, the system of pitting
and team-bas- ed repairs makes for very
complex strategy. Opponents vie for
sots carefully, forced to maintain per-
fect corners and watch their surround-
ings continually. No other 8ort forces
competitors to be so flawless and cre-
ative, and it creates a spectacle worth
the investment of both domestic
automakers and domestic sports afi-ciona- doa
As the Champ Car series (the
closest tiling to Formula One in the
U.S.) falls victim to decreasing crowds
and a lack of investors, it becomes
more and more feasible for the United
States to sponsor a race in the Formula
One season. Grand Prix Washington
D.C or Grand Prix New York, it could
even be held in California at any one of
the LA. basin's many racetracks.
The next race in the series is the
Gulf Air Bahrain Grand Prix this
Sunday, April 15.
'08 and Nick Holt '08 are always
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looking for writers, so join the Voice Sports staff.
Contact:
Chris Owocnoy or Hick Holt
VoiceSportsWooster.edu
CSweeney08Wooster.edu or NHolt08Wooster.edu
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Unable to get anything going against
a deep Wooster ball club, Oberlin was
forced to come back for two more
games on Saturday in hopes of a differ
Women's lacrosse routes
- A
Lauren DeZellar '08 scored a goal in the rout of Seton Hill.
The Scots have high hopes for conference play, kicking it
off with a win after a 3-- 3 start (Photo by Mac Buehler).
Nick Holt
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster women's
lacrosse team (3-- 3, 0-- 0) evened their
record going into conference play
with a 16-- 7 rout of Seton Hill
University (1-1- 0). The Scots took
control early as Emily Baab '08 con-
tinued her recent stellar play, by
recording a natural hat trick within
the first three minutes to take the
team lead with 12 goals this season.
ent outcome. The Scots would allow no
letdowns, however, as they once again
dominated in a 12-- 2 victory and closed
with a 4--1 game four win. In doing so,
It marked the second time this sea-
son that Baab has scored three unan-
swered goals in a contest.
The Scots continued the run when
Carly Carey '09 recorded her 10th
goal of the season off an assist by
Taryn Higgins '09. A goal by Romy
Eberle '09 with 21:3 remaining in
the first half gave the Scots a big 5- -0
lead. Dreams of a shut out quickly
died, though, as the Griffins got on
the board a mere seven seconds later,
thanks to a goal by Alexandra
NCAC Spring Standings
they tied a school record with 23 con-
secutive wins certainly no small feat,
especially considering the weather. ,
Again forced to deal with unseason-
able weather, the boys were able to work
through seven different snow delays,
and an unbelievable 14 degreexwind
chill on Saturday afternoon. Scot bats
remained hot despite the bitter cold,
with highlights provided by the entire
lineup. Karpen keyed a big second
inning with a two run triple, and came
all the way around to score on a Yeomen
error. Shaun Swearingen '07 and Bubba
O'Donnell '08 would later hammer out
their own RBI triples, while Enos
would collect two RBI singles to close '
the 12-- 2 victory. Matt Barnes '10 went
S.O smooth innings and notched anoth-
er win to go 5--0 on the season.
In the series' only game that bore any
resemblance to a rubber match,
Anthony Trapuzzano '09 returned to
the mound for his first appearance since
he appeared against Allegheny' on
March 24. The sophomore hurler
earned a rare five-inni- ng complete
game victory, surrendering just two
hits with one earned run and eight
strikeouts. Trappuzano's fellow
Pittsburgh native John Quimby '09
drove home the only two runs that were
needed as the Scots won the weather-shorten- ed
five inning game, 4-- 1.
The Scots were supposed to take on
Div. I power Kent State University last
Wednesday, but the game was post-
poned due to weather along with the
game against Otterbein College. The
Otterbein game has moved to April 24.
Instead, Wooster took on Case
Western Reserve University yesterday
and continue their two-ga- me swing
with them today at 4 p.m.
Seton Hill
Thompson.
.
Wooster quickly regained control
by scoring four unanswered goals by
Cassie Brown '08, Carey, Amy Denny
'10 and Lauren DeZellar '08. Krista
Ocilka stopped the bleeding for
Seton Hill with a goal with 11:12,
bringing the score to 9-- 2 at the half.
Seton Hill Head Coach Rebecca
Chambers should remember what
she said to her troops at the half,
because the Griffins began the sec-
ond half on a tear, scoring four
straight goals to close the gap to 9-- 6.
The Scots answered as Megan
Thomas '08 managed to end the run
with a free position goal and Brittany
Montgomery '10 found the net to get
the lead back to five goals. .
The Griffins kept fighting as
Ocilka completed a stellar individual
day by scoring her fourth goal with
7:58 to make the score 1 1- -7, but it
would prove to be as close as Seton
Hill would get. The Scots dominated
the last five minutes with five goals.
.
The final run was led by goals from
Allison Rubin '08, Brown, Letitia
Clark '09, Becca Worthington '10
and Carey, who completed the hat-tri- ck
while moving into a tie with
Baab for the team-lea- d of 1 2 goals.
Jaimie Dannenberg '09 recorded
eight stops in goal for the Scots to
earn the win. Hillary Darragh '09
was a facilitator for the offense, as
she recorded three assists to bring
her team-leadi- ng total to seven.
The Scots began conference play
on April 11 at Ohio Wesieyan
University (6--1, 3-- 0). Results were
unavailable at press time.
The game marked the return of
captain Jessica Baylor .'08 who had
been out with an ankle injury. The
Scots will need her defense as they
head into conference play.
The Scots will have their confer-
ence home-open- er tomorrow against
Wittenberg (2-- 5, 0-- 2)
.at 2 p.m.
Wooster will end their weekend by
hosting the University of Puget
Sound (3-- 5) at 1 1 a.m. this Sunday.
Bucbtll Mrn'i Tennis Mta'i Lciomc
NCAC Eit 1.) Wooster (4-- 0) (10-2- ) I ) Ohio Weileyan (2-0- ) (8-- 3)
1. )Woo$ler(ll-0)(23-0- ) 2.)Dnison(3-0)(7-4- ) 2.) Wooster (1-0- ) (5-1- )
2. ) Oberlin (4-4- ) (9-1- 4) 3 ) Kenyon (2-0- ) (8-4- ) 3.) Denuon (1-- 0) (7-2- )
3. )Kenyon(l-4)(- 9 8) 4) Allegheny (3-1- ) (6-8- ) 4.) Wittenberg (11) (4-- 3)
4 ) Hiram (1-- 5) (2-1- 7)
4
5 ) Oberlin (2-2- ) (7-8- )
,-
- 5.) Kenyon (0-1- ) (6-1- )
5. ) Allegheny (0-- 4) (3-1- 6) 6.) Wbash (2-3- ) (11-8- ) 6.) Oberlin (0-3- ) (1-- 5)
7.)Earlham(O-l)(0-3- )
NCAC West 8 ) Ohio Wesleyin (0-- 4) (3-- 7) Womrn'i Lactone
1) Ohio Wesieyan (64)) (12--8) 9 ) Wittenberg (0-5- ) (1-1- 0) 1.) Ohio Wesieyan (3-0- ) (6-1- )
2) Denison(5-l)(8-l2- ) 2) Oberlin (1-0- ) (51)
3) Wittenberg (4-- 4) (10-12- ) Women1! Tennta 3) Kenyon (1-- 1) (3-- 4)
4) Wabash (1-7- ) (8-17-- 1) 1) Kenyon (1-- 0) (9-- 4) 4 ) Denison (ll)(3-6- )
5) Earlham(M)(514) 2) Denison (1-- 0) (10-- 4) 3.) Wooster (0-0- ) (3-- 3)
3)OhioWeslevan(2 -- 1) (5-- 6) 6.) Allegheny (0-2- ) (2-5- )
Softball 4)0beriin(2l)(8-7- ) 7.) Wittenberg (0-2- ) (2-- 5)
I.) Allegheny (24)) (7-- 1 1) 5 ) Earlham (0-O)(3- -l)
2) Hiram (II) (1 1-- 7) 6) Wittenberg (1-- 2) (5-- 5) Standlngi Key
3 ) Wooster (1-- 1) (8-1- 4) 7.) Allegheny (1-- 2) (5-9- ) Team (NCAC Record) (Overall Record)
4 ) Wittenberg (0-0- ) (15-7- ) 8 ) Wooster (0-2- ) (1-8- ) 'Standings taken from Northcoast.org, the official
5 ) Denison (0-0- ) (11-9- )
'
,
site of the NCAC All standings as of April It.
6. ) Ohio Wesieyan (0-0- ) (7-7- ) Golf: DNP, next Nye Intercollegiate Tournament
7 ) Kenyon (0-0- ) (7-9- ) M-Trac- k: DNP, next All-Ohi- o Championships "Baseball is also No. 1 in the nation according to
8 ) Oberlin (0-2- ) (113) , W-Trac- k: DNP, next All-Ohi- o Championships e ABC A Coaches Poll
